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Introduction. If the geometryof nature is Riemannian and the fieldequations of this geometryare controlled by a scale-invariantaction principle,
thereare foura prioripossible and algebraicallyindependentinvariantswhich
may enterin the integrandof the action principle. This abundance of invariants hampers the mathematical development and the logical appeal of the
theory. The present paper shows that two of these invariants are inactive
in the formationof fieldequations and thus may be omitted. Only the two
invariants
I, = Ra,6Ra# and

12 =R2

remain effectivewhich are formedwith the help of the contractedcurvature
tensorRik alone, while the completecurvaturetensorRa,, drops out fromthe
action principle.
1. In the attempt to findthe fundamentalgeometricallaws of nature, the
generalpossibilitiescan be greatlyreduced by a small numberof reasonable a
prioriassumptions:
a) The geometryofnatureshall be of the Riemanniantype.
b) This geometryshall be characterizedby field equationsfor the metrical
tensor.
c) In view of the universalappearance of the principleof least action in all
branches of physics: the field equations shall be deducible from an action
principle.

d) The existenceof an action principlereducesthe problemof geometryto the
determinationof one fundamentalinvariantI, viz. the integrandof the action
principle:
(1.1)

B

f Idr

=

0,

volume element) that controlsthe fieldequations of
(dr = four-dimensional
geometry. This fundamentalinvarianthas to be composed out of the fundamental quantities of Riemannian geometryand these are, in addition to the
giAk,the componentsof the curvaturetensorRag,, called the Riemann-Christoffeltensor. It is feasible to assume that the fundamentalinvariantI shall
be merelyan algebraicfunctionof the componentsof the curvaturetensor,not
involvingany differentiation.As far as theformof this functionis concerned,
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the principleof "scale-independence"may be assumed: the value of the actionintegralthat has to be minimizedshould not depend on the arbitraryunits
employedin measuringthe lengthsof the space-timemanifold. Owing to this
principle,the invariantI has to be a quadraticfunctionof the curvaturecomponentsRO.tsp.'
2. The conditionsa), b), c), and d) permitone to restrictto a large degree,
in a purely logical fashion,the laws of geometrypresumablyrealized in the
physicaluniverse. In a numberof papers2the authorinvestigatedthe general
natureoffieldequationswhichare derivedfroman actionprinciplewitha quadratic invariant. He has also applied the Hamiltonian methodof doublingthe
numberof independentvariables of the given action principle,treatingthe gik
and the Rik as two independentsets of variables and consideringthe fieldequations,in generalizationof Einstein's gravitationalequations, as a mutual interaction of matter tensor and metrical tensor.3 There are indications in this
theoryforthe appearance of the vectorpotentialand thus forthe possibilityof
explainingthe electromagneticphenomena. But the mathematicaldifficulty
of obtaining"regularsolutions" of the fieldequations, to be correlatedto the
physicalbehaviorofsingleparticles,is stilla seriousobjectionagainstthe plausibilityof these considerations.4
There is, however,an even more serious obstacle that has handicapped the
1 As it is well known,H. Weyl has developed an ingenioustheory(see Ann d. Physik
59, 101, (1919); W. Pauli: Relativitdts-theorie
(Teubner, 1921), p. 759), whichgeneralizes
the Riemannianbasis of geometryand builds up geometryin a "purely infinitesimal"
fashion. In this geometrythe ordinaryprincipleof invarianceis completedby the principle of "gauge-invariance,"whichrequiresinvariancewith respectto the substitution:

(1.2)

#i = Xgik

whereXis an arbitraryfunctionofthe coordinates. If we do not forsakethe basis of Riemanniangeometry,which postulates the existenceof an infinitesimal
and transportable
calibratedyard-stick,the principleofgauge-invariancehas stillits logical significance
in a
X. The substitution(1.2) withconstantXhas thesignificance
limitedsense,viz. forconstant
ofchangingthescale ofcalibrationofthe infinitesimal
yard-stick. Since this scale may be
chosen arbitrarily,the factorX is undetermined. In general,an arbitraryinvariantof
Riemanniangeometrywill be a "dimensioned"quantity,i.e. it will depend on the value
of the scale-constantX. It is feasible to assume that the fundamentalintegral,which
has to be minimizedaccordingto the actionprinciple,shall have the "dimensionzero," i.e.
it shall not depend on the arbitraryscale-factorwe employin measuringlengthsof the
space-timemanifold. Otherwiseany arbitrarysmall or largevalue can be assignedto the
fundamentalintegralby merelychangingthe unit of the length-except if that value
happensto be zero.
2 Phys. Rev. 39, 716 (1932); Zeits. f. Physik73, 147 (1931) and 75, 63 (1932).
3 Zeits. f. Physik.96, 76 (1935).
methodsled to a new approach
4 Some recentadvances in the fieldof approximation
of the problemand seem to indicate that the required "proper solutions" are actually
present. The authorhopesto reportabout theseresultsin the near future.
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progressalong these lines considerably. The investigationsof the author are
based on a linearcombinationof the two invariants
= Rar em

(2.1)
and

(2.2)

I2

= R2.

These are, however,not the onlyinvariantssatisfyingthe conditionof gaugeinvariance. Also the followinginvariantsatisfiesall conditions:

(2.3)

I3

= Ra,,,,R`0A.

This invariantinvolves the completecurvaturetensorof 4th orderand seems
mathematicallyof a much more cumbersomenature than the invariants(2.1)
and (2.2). This, however,is no inherentreason forexcludingit fromthe participationin the action integral.5
Even more discouragingis the fact that still more invariantsof quadratic
nature can be constructedif we make use of the completelyanti-symmetric
"determinanttensor"

(2.4)

V60"'

J.a",

wherethe symbol en"O has the value +1 forany even permutationof the four
indices a, #,IA, v and the value -1 forany odd permutation,providedthat no
vanishes.
two indicesare equal. In the lattercase e"O)Lu
With the help of the tensor (2.4) we can formthe "simply dual" and the
"doubly dual" curvaturetensors:

(2.5)

=Rika

Rik

and
(2.6)

R

=

Ra0vcik6um

whichgive riseto two moreinvariants:
(2.7)

R
K, = Rapyv

I

and
(2.8)

K2 =

as

**

5 The alternativecombinationRa~,RAw,mentionedby Weyl (see reference1, p. 133),
is reducibleto (2.3) owingto the algebraicidentity:
(2.9)

Ra,

+ Ragpp+ Rapsp = 0

One can provethatsimilarlyalso in case ofthetwoinvariants(2.7) and (2.8),inconsequence
ofindicesdoesnotproducenewinvariants.
ofthe same identity,the transposition
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Hence thereare altogether5 apparentlyindependentinvariantswhichsatisfy
all our conditionsand we may choose an arbitrarylinear combinationof them,
with some numericalfactors,as our action integrandI. This abundance of
equivalent elements,among which no a priorichoice seems to be possible,impairs greatlythe logical persuasivenessof the theory.
The presentinvestigationshows that this surplusof invariantsis only apparany termstothe
ent. We shall see that theinvariantsK1 and K2 do notcontribute
fieldequationssince theirvariation reduces to a mere boundaryterm. Moreover,we shall prove thattheinvariantIs, as far as fieldequationsare concerned,
is reducibleto thetwoinvariantsI, and I2 . These invariantswere chosenpreviouslyowingto theirpropertyto depend onlyon the contractedcurvaturetensor
Rik of Einstein and not on the general Riemannian tensorRaP, of 4th order.
The presentstudy yields the deeper evidence for the fundamentalnature of
Einstein's curvaturetensor Rik, provingthat those invariantswhich involve
the complete curvaturetensorof the 4th orderare reducible,as faras the forming offieldequations is concerned,to the two simplerinvariantsI, and I2 which
are constructedwith the help of the contractedtensorRik alone.
3. The followingformulaebelong to the commonarsenal of tensor-calculus
and may be foundmore or less completelyin almost any of the commontextbooks on tensor-calculusor relativity. They are listedhereforlaterreferences.
The notations are self-explanatoryand agree with the standard methods of
writingtensor-equations. In lack of a universallyaccepted practical symbol
the ordinarysymbol of partial
for the process of "covariant differentiation"
a/aXk shall be adopted forthis purpose,in view of the fact that
differentiation:
will not enter in our present considerations. In
the ordinarydifferentiation
accordance with the "sum-convention"of Einstein, equal indices shall automaticallymean summationindices.
a) The Gaussian integraltransformation:

fa

(3.1)
b)

(3.2)

j

dt = surfaceintegral.

ap... Bat `'dr = surfaceintegral- AjA,... ., aB.
"

dr.

tensor:
c) Bianchi's identityforthe Riemann-Christoffel
(

3Razp
)

+ Map + aRap,
ax,
~~~~~axp ax..

-

d) As it is well known,the quantities ra do not formthe componentsof a
tensorofthirdorder. But the variationofthe rlP, producedby an infinitesimal
variation of the gik, is actually a genuinetensorof thirdrank, covariant and
symmetricin i, ka,contravariantin a:
(3.4)

srPa

=

akk
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e) The variationofthe curvaturetensorR', can be expressedby means ofthe
tensor-yikin the followingform:
(3.5)

aR

A

a8x

8xs

=

pair of indices may be
f) The "dual transposition"of an anti-symmetric
obtainedfromthe followingtable:
12 34
13 42

(3.6)

14 23.
The table reads in both directionsand containsthus all possible combinations
indices. Exchange of the sequence of an index-pairmeans the
of two different
in the correlatedpair.
exchange
corresponding
'The process of "dual transposition"of an anti-symmetricpair of indices
shall be denoted by underliningthese indices. Thus e.g. Ralp2shall mean
Ra34 , etc. With this notationwe may write:
(3.7)

*

R c,

-

1
Ra#p.

9
4. We deal at firstwith the two invariantsK1 and K2 and show that the
terms,obtainedfromthemby variationof the ik, all vanish identically. This
identity,whilein the case of K2
is in the case of K1 due to Bianchi's differential
of the Riemann-Christoffel
we have to add the algebraic symmetry-properties
tensor,togetherwiththe fact that the numberof variables is 4.
The Bianchi-identity(3.3) may be writtenforthe special case of 4 dimensions
in the followingform:

(4.1)

ha

aRzyap

=

o.

Due to this relationwe get forthe two dual tensors(2.5) and (2.6):
(4.2)

aRikm

(4.3)

aRikm a-

-

**

eXa

axa-

0

We now considerthe action integral

(4.4)

A =

f

Ra~sR afdr
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dr has the significance
Since the volume-element

*dr= =f/gdx1

(4.5)

dx4,

we may write(4.4), makinguse of (3.7), in the followingform:

A =

(4.6)

J o, Rapvdxj... dx.

Owingto the completemutualsymmetryof the two factorsthe variationof the
second factorreproducesthe resultof the variationof the firstfactor. Thus it
sufficesto vary the firstfactoralone and multiplythe resultby 2. Applying
the formula(3.5) forthe variationofthe curvaturetensorand makinguse ofthe
integral-transformation
(3.2) we obtain:

aA = 2 J'(ah _
= 4f

(4.7)

')

Rapa&
dx1...

dx4

R, , dxj ... dx4

= boundaryterm - 4

Ja?
aRaeldr.
70'ax,

The second term vanishes owing to (4.2). Thus 6A reduces to a boundary
termand does not yieldany termstowardthe fieldequations.
We now turnto the second invariantK2 and handle the variationproblemin
a similarmanner. The action integral
A

(4.8)

=

jRaipRa~vdr

f

may now be writtenas follows:

A=

Ra0,Ra&idx1... dx4= RPp
,,wR4'& dxgdx4.

(4.9)

Again the variationofthe firstand the second factoryieldsthe same, due to the
symmetryof their mutual relation. The process (4, 7) again yields a pure
*

**

boundarytermin view of the fact that not only Ram,but also Rap, satisfies
the divergenceequation (4.3). Hence only the variation of the thirdfactor
will contributesomethingto the fieldequations. Here no derivativesof the
gik enterany more,and thus the fieldequations deduced fromthe invariantK2
have the remarkablepropertyof being not higherthan secondorderin the gik .
We will prove, however,that thesetermsall vanish identically,owing to the
of the tensorRabt,.
algebraicsymmetry-properties
the variationof the gik in the thirdfactor,we obtain the following
Performing
symmetrictensorofsecond order:

(4.10)

=

**

a*t*

Sik= RiaoRk

a
-2
- i K2giAk.
++ Rka0_TRia`
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Now a tensor-equationmay be provedin anyreference-system.Thus we may
in whichthe gik have the normalvalues bik.
introducea local reference-system
the symmetrictensor
Moreover,by a suitable rotationof our reference-system,
into a purelydiagonalform. Hence it sufficesto show
Sik may be transformed
that all the diagonal termsof the expression(4.10) vanish. This guarantees
the vanishingof the completetensor.
Now in our local referencesystemco-variantand contra-variantcomponents
are equal and the diagonal termsofSik may be writtenas follows:
**

(4.11)

2

Sf,

=

Rio Ria,-

44K2
3 K2 = RiarR

Xahoy-

The index i is hereexceptionallyno sum-index,but a fixedindexwhichassumes
successivelythe values 1, 2, 3, 4, whilea, i3, y are, as usual, sum-indices.
We examine particularlythe expression
pi = RiaP.yRjqcxz
the second termof (4.11) being the same forall the fourSij. Let us evaluate
of pi separately. We
curvature-components
the contributionsof the different
with
two
pairs ofindices.
equal
R1212
type
ofthe
may have an index-combination
components
two
these
of
effect
the
that
so
This componentcombineswithR3434
=
1) the product
has to be consideredsimultaneously. Now in the firstrow (i
and
R
the
letter
denotingthe
moment
a
for
(12, 12). (34, 34) enters6,omitting
index-combinations.
the
corresponding
by
merely
various componentsof R
In the second row (i = 2) the same product enters,due to the combination
(21, 21). (43, 43). The same happensin the thirdand fourthrows,withchanged
sequence of the factors. Thus all the fourpi are equal.
We prove the same fora combinationof the type (12, 13); (only twoequal
indices). Here the dual partneris (34, 42). In the firstrowwe get two terms
since 1 may combinewitheither2 or 3:
(12, 13). (34, 42) + (13, 12). (42, 34) = 2. (12, 13). (34, 42).
In the second row2 may combinewitheither1 or 4 and we obtain:
(21, 13).(43, 42) + (24, 34).(12, 31) = 2 (12, 13).(34, 42).
The resultforthe thirdand fourthrow is similar. Again all the fourpi are
the same.
Finally we considera combinationof the type (12, 34), where all the four
indicesare different.Here the square of (12, 34) entersinto the firstrow, but
the same happens in all the other rows. The contributionsto all four rows
are the same.
that all the fourpi
Hence we have provedforany possibleindex-combinations
6 Actuallyalso (12, 21). (34, 43) should be consideredwhichonly duplicatesthe result.
We consistentlyomithereand in the nextsimilarinstancesthe interchangeof the second
pair ofindices.
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come out as equal and then the same holds, due to (4.11), for the four Si.
We may put
(4.13)

C.

Sii=

But the expression(4.10) shows directlythat the scalar
(4.14)

0.

=

Sa

This means forour referencesystem:
4C = 0.

(4.15)

We thus arriveat the conclusionthat all the diagonal componentsof the tensor
Sik vanishwhichleads to the completevanishingofthe tensorSa .
The resultofthisparagraphis that neithertheinvariantK1 northeinvariantK2
is able tocontribute
any termstothefield-equations.
**

5. The tensorRaveis not independentof the originaltensorRak but can be
to the anti-symmetric
tensorca"'. Let us form
reducedto it withoutreferring
the difference

(5.1)

Ra$;;; Ra~MR

**

This tensorhas only9 independentcomponentsand can be producedexplicitly
withthe help of the contractedtensorRik . We can proveby directinspection
in a local reference-system
ik the validityof the followingtensorrelation:
gik =
(5.2)

**

RadsAV

caov=

B agsv -

B a,

+

B#vat

-

BAgav

wherewe have put
(5.3)

Bik =

i

-

Rgjik-

Hence
(5.4)

**

Rao, =

Rav-

Ba;jg@EA+ Bavg# -

Bovga + Bongav.

we get the followinglinearrelationbetweenthe invariants
Multiplyingby R'OMV
and
I2,
I3
K2:
I,,
(5.5)

K2 = I3 - 4RaABcA = I3 - 4I, + I2.

The fact that the fieldequations deduced fromK2 vanish identicallymay now
be expressedin the followingmanner: Thefieldequationsdeducedfromtheaction
integral
(5.6)

f I3dr

deducedfromtheaction-integral
are identicalwiththefield-equations
(5.7)

Jf (4I,

-

I2)dr.
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6. Conclusion. If we want to investigatethe completegroupof Riemannian
geometriesdeduciblefroman action principlewithan integrandwhichis quadratic in the curvaturecomponentsand thus scale-invariant,we have to start
out witha generalexpressionof the followingform:
(6.1)

6 f (Il + aI2 + #I3+ 7Kj + eK2)dr = 0

with the fiveinvariantsIl, I2 , I3, K1, K2 and fournumericalconstantsa, A,
e. Due to a linearrelationbetweenthesefiveinvariantsI3 may be eliminated
Ay,
and thusthe action integralreducedto but fourindependentinvariants. It has
been shown that forany variationsbetween definitelimitswe get identically:

f Kidr = 0,

(6.2)

6

(6.3)

6 JfK2dr = 0,

so that the action principle(6.1) reducesin factto the simpleform
(6.4)

6 Jf(I, + aI2)dr = 0.

The two remaininginvariants
(6.5)

I, = Ra6Ra',

I2 =

R2

are characterizedby the propertythat they are formedexclusivelyby means
of the contractedcurvaturetensor Rik while the general Riemann-Christoffel
tensorRabiddoes not enterany moreinto the action-principle. Thus the difficultyofan abundance ofinvariants,coupledwitheach otherby arbitrarynumerical constants,is removedand the action integralreduced to a formin which
but one unknownnumericalconstantremains.
in a verysatisfactory
This resultconfirms
mannerthefundamentalsignificance
of the contractedcurvaturetensorof Einstein forthe geometryof nature. It
also confirmsthe logical reasonableness of the attempt to deduce the field
equations of naturefroma scale-invariantaction principle.
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